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COLOURFORM AND MAISON RUINART THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX FOR CHAMPAGNE MARKET  
 
Following two years of research and design, James Cropper COLOURFORM™, working with Pusterla 1880, 

will see its first eco-responsible packaging for champagne brand Maison Ruinart showcased in Selfridges as 

part of the store’s ‘Project Earth’ sustainable initiative both in-store and online. 

 

The second skin casing is nine times lighter than the existing box and reduces the carbon footprint by 60%, 

compared to the current generation of Ruinart boxes.  

 

The ultra-light case is a mono-material design with genuine sustainability credentials, crafted from 

responsibly sourced natural wood fibres. Set to revolutionise the gift-box and cases market, the eco-

designed packaging uses zero plastic and is 100% recyclable.  

 

COLOURFORM’s partnership with Pusterla 1880 and Maison Ruinart, the very first champagne house 

founded 290 years ago, has been a long-term project focused on reimagining the packaging solution for 

several of the brand’s champagnes.  

 

Like a second skin made of paper, the case follows the lines of the bottle’s emblematic curves and allows 

the integrity of the Maison Ruinart flavour to be preserved until tasting. The raw and sophisticated texture 

was inspired by the walls of Crayères, the Maison’s historic chalk-pit cellars in Reims.  

 

Patrick Willink, managing director of James Cropper COLOURFORM™, says: “We are incredibly proud of this 

disruptive piece of work. The case represents another step in Maison Ruinart’s holistic approach to 

development which respects the environment.  

 

“It has been a long-term project. We experimented with different technological advances in the art of paper 

making to achieve a moulded form which precisely follows the contours of the bottle in a single piece.  A 

total of seven prototypes were considered before achieving the final case design.  

 

“The absence of edges was made possible thanks to the precise, high-pressure waterjet cutting of the hull’s 

contours, a process that we have been perfecting in COLOURFORM™. Further adding to the elegance of it is 

the unique paper pulp closure system, activated by a beautifully crafted snap button moulded directly into 

the case. 

https://www.jamescropper.com/products/colourform
http://www.pusterla1880.com/
https://www.ruinart.com/
https://www.selfridges.com/GB/en/cat/ruinart-ruinart-blanc-de-blanc-2nd-skin-750ml_R03661407/


 
 

“The perfecting of the chalk-like texture – a very natural non-repeating design with a richness, depth and 

finesse of detail – represents a true technological feat.” 

 

The new cases will replace Maison Ruinart’s existing champagne boxes for R, R vintage, Rosé and Blanc de 

Blancs cuvées and were unveiled in June 2020 at the Paris VIVATECH trade show, and now available from 

selected premium and luxury retailers across western Europe.  

 

Frédéric Dufour, President of Maison Ruinart says: “With this second skin case Maison Ruinart confirms its 

pioneering role in champagne, and its ambition in terms of social and environmental responsibility. This 

disruptive project embodies the Maison’s firm commitment to more sustainable development for its 

packaging across all stages of the development and marketing of our products, from the tending of the vine 

to the consumer experience.” 

 

Ever since its founding in 1729, Maison Ruinart has dared to innovate. The very first champagne house, it 

was also the first to market a rosé champagne in 1764; the first to acquire the millennial chalk cellars ideal 

for aging wines; the first to collaborate with artists in 1896, by commissioning Alphonse Mucha to design an 

“advertising campaign” to promote its wines, as well as the first to use wooden cases for the transport of its 

bottles in 1769.  

 

Patrick Willink concludes: “Marking a departure from the familiar visual codes and forms associated with the 

boxes used for champagne bottles, the new COLOURFORM™ case breaks the category’s traditional offering. 

It embodies Maison Ruinart’s vision in a more sustainable, contemporary product, which the House hopes 

will inspire other players.” 
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About James Cropper COLOURFORM™  
COLOURFORM is no stranger to innovation. The moulded-fibre packaging company has been born 
from a group with tremendous heritage, who continually looks to the future with its innovation and 
progressive thinking. Coupled with the creative capability to go head-to-head in the design stakes with 
undesirable plastics,  COLOURFORM is meeting the needs of complex and high-end design, while blazing a 
trail for sustainable luxury packaging in the future.  

 
About Ruinart  
Maison Ruinart laid the first stone of the history of Champagne on September the 1st, 1729. Since then, it 
has never ceased to perfect the excellence of its wines. Its oenological choice, determined by the 
predominance of Chardonnay in its cuvées, is the signature of its authentic and recognized expertise. The 

https://www.jamescropper.com/products/colourform


 
universe of Maison Ruinart is today defined by elegance, purity and light. Its wines derive their strength from 
three centuries of history. The balance between its roots and the audacity of its commitments is the key to 
its success, making it a House that is forever contemporary. Ruinart.com  
 
About Selfridges ‘Project Earth’  
Project Earthis Selfridges major new sustainability initiative and commitment to change the way we shop by 
2025. The transformational initiative builds on the industry leading steps Selfridges has taken over the last 
15 years to place sustainability at the heart of the business. Project Earth will see Selfridges change the way 
it does business, setting ambitious targets to reduce environmental impact and drive change through retail 
activism. Selfridges.com  
  
About Pusterla 
Cartografica Pusterla, Coffrets Créations, Dacica Teca, Cartonnages Cazelles, Termoformages Tepor, London 
Fancy Box, Cristina, Virojanglor and Cavalieri & Amoretti: these are the companies that makes Pusterla 
1880 a group in the packaging industry at the service of luxury goods manufacturers, with a professional 
culture and an international presence.  Pusterla 1880 stands for boxes and cases in any shape, materials and 
with any degree of complexity, conceived and produced thanks to constant research about innovative 
materials and original technical solutions.  Pusterla1880.com 
 
 
 


